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Photon trains and lasing: The periodically pumped quantum dot
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We propose to pump semiconductor quantum dots with surface acoustic waves that deliver an alternating
periodic sequence of electrons and holes. In combination with a good optical cavity such regular pumping
could entail antibunching and sub-Poissonian photon statistics. In the bad-cavity limit a train of equally spaced
photons would arise.@S1050-2947~98!51410-2#

PACS number~s!: 42.50.Ct, 42.50.Lc, 42.55.Sa, 77.65.Dq
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I. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor quantum dots have an interesting pote
for quantum-optical applications. The growth of dots w
transition frequencies in the optical range is very well co
trolled @1#. Such a zero-dimensional system leads to mu
higher gain than bulk or two-dimensional quantum-w
structures, as shown theoretically as well as experiment
@1–4#. Dots as active media in semiconductor lasers h
already been established, and even lasing of a single dot
semiconductor microcavity can be achieved@5–7#. From a
theoretical point of view, the discrete states allow us to tr
dots much like atoms. This makes for a much simpler sit
tion than, for example, the continua of states in quant
wells. Furthermore, the semiconductor samples are s
compared to atomic beams or even clouds of trapped ato

If a dot is to be operated as a low-noise light source it h
better be pumped in an as regular a manner as poss
Imamoḡlu and Yamamoto’s scheme of a single-photon tu
stile device@8# driven by an alternating voltage source is o
method for a regularized pump. A surface acoustic wa
~SAW! as well could periodically deliver electrons and hol
at a well localized array of dots or even a single dot@9–11#.

II. THE DEVICE

To briefly explain our concept, let us consider a semic
ductor quantum well surrounded by a piezoelectric mate
with an interdigital transducer~IDT! on top of the crystal
~Fig. 1!. A mechanical SAW is generated by applying
high-frequency signal to the IDT. The fundamental acous
wavelengthl0 and the frequencyf 05v/l0 are established
by the interdigital electrode spacing, wherev is the sound
velocity of the crystal. With l0;1 – 3mm and v
;3 km s21, frequencies in the GHz range are achievab
The acoustic wave is accompanied by a piezoelectric fi
that gives an additional potential for electrons and holes
so periodically modulates the band edges. For high eno
SAW amplitudes, optically generated excitons in the qu
tum well will be dissociated by the piezoelectric field~inset
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of Fig. 1!. A field strength of the order of 500 V/cm suffice
and results in a wave amplitude of 50–150 meV, depend
on the wavelength. Carriers are then trapped in the mov
lateral potential superlattice of the sound wave and recom
nation becomes impossible: Electrons will stay in t
minima of the wave, while holes move with the maxim
@9–11#. A simple estimate of the spatial widthDd of the
lateral ground state in the wave potential yieldsDd/l
,0.02. We thus obtain a series of equally spaced quan
wires moving in the plane of the quantum well. The length
these wires is given by the width of the IDTs, typically 30
mm. The occupation of the wires with electrons and ho
can be controlled by the pump strength of the laser and i
the order 103– 104 carriers per wire.

A quantum dot for our purposes may be established b
stressor on top of the crystal that causes a local poten
minimum in the quantum well underneath. The linear dime
sion of typical stressor dots with transition frequencies in
optical range is about 10–30 nm, while their potential dep
are about 100 meV for electrons and 50 meV for holes.
further investigations, we assume that the dot is so small
there is only one electron and one hole level. Occupation
these levels with two carriers of opposite spin is forbidd

FIG. 1. Schematic sketch of a SAW sample. The material of
system may be, for example, GaAs for the piezoelectric crys
InGaAs for the quantum well, and InP for the stressor. The in
depicts the storage of optically generated excitons in the potentia
the surface acoustic wave.
R2680 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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by Coulomb blockade. When both levels are occupied
exciton is formed, so there is just a single exciton state.
should speak of an excited, a semiexcited, and an unexc
dot when an exciton, only one carrier~electron or hole!, and
no carrier are present. An excited or unexcited dot may t
be treated as a simple two-level system with pseudospin
eratorsS1,S2 creating and annihilating an exciton. This sy
tem may interact with a single-mode light field. In th
semiexcited case no interaction with the light field is possi
and the creation of an exciton is only possible by captur
the missing carrier. While being crossed by a moving qu
tum wire an empty dot may pluck one of the carriers offer
If the dot potential is deep enough a carrier will drop into
and stay there, while the wave is moving on.

The scheme just sketched may indeed produce the
signed properties of the pump. First, the periodicity of arr
ing carriers is given by the SAW, as the moving wires a
well separated. Second, with a density of'3 carriers per
100 nm in a wire, there is a high probability for the dot
capture an electron or hole within the crossing time of a w
Of course, a single dot makes but inefficient use of the m
ing wires, as only one of 104 carriers is used per cycle. If on
had several dots lying in a row parallel to the wires, bet
pump yields could arise. Another way to increase efficien
may be to focus the SAW onto one or a few dots, wh
seems to be feasible in an experiment.

Our periodically pumped dot~PPD! will in practice suffer
from a degradation of complete regularity. One cause
pump fluctuations is the finite width of the lateral SAW
ground state, as mentioned above. This leads to variation
the instant of pumping. As indicated above, this will be a f
percent of the pump periodT given by the SAW frequency
Pump noise also results when no carrier is plucked from
crossing wire; this may be minimized by a high-electron a
hole generation rate in the SAW, so all wires are well oc
pied. For simplicity we neglect both types of noise here a
consider the case of zero pump fluctuations. This will all
for a simple analytic description of the process.

For quantum-optical applications we have to couple
PPD to a single-mode light field inside a resonator. As
dot is pumped by a SAW, we cannot put a semiconduc
Bragg mirror, which would block the mechanical wave,
top of the device. For the back side this would not be
problem. So we need at least one external mirror for
cavity. The carriers could be generated outside the cavity
the electrons and holes can be transported over some m
meters by the SAW.

We shall now discuss our pumping scheme in the fram
work of the Jaynes-Cummings model, limiting ourselves
the single PPD. The system is described by the exciton-fi
coupling constantg, the field damping constantk, the pseu-
dospin operatorsS1,S2, and the photon creation and ann
hilation operatorsa†,a. In the interaction picture the maste
equation for the density operator of dot and cavity mode

ṙ5g@aS12a†S2,r#1
k

2
$@a,ra†#1@ar,a†#%

5:Lr. ~1!
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with a standard pump term in the master equation. Rat
we have to solve the problem by setting new initial valu
after every pump event. The Hilbert space is defined in
following way. The dot may be in one of three states, t
excited:ue&; the unexcited~ground! ug&; or the semiexcited
use&, where the special property of the semiexcited state

S1use&5S2use&50, ~2!

i.e., a dot in this state cannot interact. The cavity mode
expanded in the basis of Fock statesun). We now further
assume that every pump event is completely incoherent
destroys all off-diagonal elements ofr. With these assump
tions, the most general density operator with the conden
notationug,n&ªug&un) is

r~ t !5 (
n50

`

@Ce,e
n ~ t !ue,n&^e,nu1Cg,e

n ~ t !ug,n11&^e,nu

1Ce,g
n ~ t !ue,n&^g,n11u1Cg,g

n ~ t !ug,n&^g,nu

1Cse,se
n ~ t !use,n&^se,nu#. ~3!

Starting from some initialr~0! at t50, the system evolves
according to the master equation~1! until the first pumping
event, immediately before which we have

r~T/220!5eLT/2r~0!. ~4!

New initial values att5T/210 are now set by

use,n&^se,nu→ue,n&^e,nu, ~5a!

ug,n&^g,nu→use,n&^se,nu, ~5b!

ue,n&^e,nu→ue,n&^e,nu, ~5c!

all other terms in Eq.~3! vanishing. The three processes i
dicated have to be interpreted in the following manner:
semiexcited dot is excited by capturing the missing car
@Eq. ~5a!#, an unexcited dot captures a carrier and becom
semiexcited@Eq. ~5b!#, and if the dot is excited at the instan
of pumping, no pump event may occur and the system ke
the old state@Eq. ~5c!#. We thus find the new initial state
after pumping

r~ t i10!5(
n

$@Cse,se
n ~ t i20!1Ce,e

n ~ t i20!#ue,n&^e,nu

1Cg,g
n ~ t i20!use,n&^se,nu%, ~6!

t i5T/2,T,3T/2 . . . being the instants of pumping. Betwee
the pumping events, the system evolves again like Eq.~4!.

III. PHOTON TRAINS

As a first application of this new pumping mechanism
PPD inside a bad single-mode cavity is considered. We t
assume the cavity-damping ratek to be larger than the cou
pling constantg. Let us start with an excited dot and th
light field in the vacuum state. The system will then under
damped Rabi oscillations until the generated photon has
the resonator and the dot is back in the ground state. Now
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refill the dot with an exciton~first an electron and then
hole! and the process starts again. By doing so, the Hilb
space of the field is confined to the vacuumu0! and the
single-photon Fock stateu1!, i.e., there is at most one photo
in the resonator. With these assumptions Eq.~1! is exactly
solvable. In the overdamped case (4g,k), where a photon
is not reabsorbed after emission, we obtain, for the proba
ity of finding a photon in the resonator for a single proce

Cg,g
1 ~ t ![p1~ t !

5
8g2

k2216g2 e2kt/2FcoshS t

2
Ak2216g2D21G .

~7!

The long-time behavior of Eq.~7! is

p1~ t !→e24g2t/k; ~8!

thus the pumping timeT has to be much larger thank/4g2 to
ensure that the photon has left the cavity before the n
drops into the dot. With these requirements met, the solu
for the periodically excited system is

p~ t !5 (
m50

`

p1~ t2mT! Q@T2u2t2~2m11!Tu#, ~9!

with Q(x)50 for x<0 and 1 forx.0. We call this periodic
series of one-photon processes a ‘‘photon train,’’ havin
picture of a long train with equidistant cars in mind. No
particularly that in our system the resonator serves only
enhance the coupling constantg and to orient the emission
not to accumulate photons.

The mean photon numbern̄ in the cavity is given by the
time average ofp(t) over one periodT,

n̄5
1

T E
0

T

dtp~ t !5
1

kT
. ~10!

As this system is very simple, most coherence and c
relation properties can be calculated analytically. F
example, the first-order coherence functiong1(t)
5^a†(t)a(t1t)&/^a†(t)a(t)& yields

g1~t!5A11k2/4g2e2kutu/2cos~gutu1f!, ~11!

with f5arctan(k/2g). A similar quantum-dot device ha
been proposed in@8# where a different pumping mechanis
was considered.

IV. PPD MICROLASER

The second case to consider is a PPD inside a higQ
single-mode cavity, where photons may be accumulated.
do not want to present a detailed calculation of this mo
here, as this system does not provide too much that is n
We would rather make a comparison with a standard mic
laser model for atoms@12–16#.

In the standard model, a beam of regular distributed thr
level atoms goes through an excitation region just bef
entering a single-mode cavity. Each atom has the probab
pA of being excited from its ground levelc to the upper level
rt
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a. The lasing transition involves levela and the intermediate
level b; thus an atom in levelc cannot interact with the light
field. Furthermore, it is assumed that at most one atom i
the cavity at a time and that the interaction timet int is much
shorter than the cavity-decay timek21 and the timeTA be-
tween successive atoms entering the resonator. This ass
tion allows for neglecting the field damping while the ato
passes the cavity, leading to a simple Jaynes-Cumm
Hamiltonian during the interaction. In the intervalTA2t int ,
when no atom is inside the cavity, pure field damping occu
The parameterpA has been used to describe different pum
ing statistics@13#. The stationary solution exhibits sub- a
well as super-Poissonian statistics, depending on a ce
pumping parameter. Another feature of this model is the g
eration of trapping states in the light field, where the pho
number is limited to an upper boundary@16#. This is caused
by the constant interaction timet int ; as for a specific photon
number, the atom leaves the resonator in the excited s
~after one or several full Rabi oscillations!, and no additional
photon is emitted into the cavity.

Now we consider the PPD model, which is also describ
by the master equation~1!, but this time we assumeg to be
much larger thank. Spontaneous emission is again n
glected. Starting with a given field, we look at the dot ju
after a pump event. As described above, the dot is eithe
the excited or the semiexcited state. This is very much like
the atomic case, where the atom enters the resonator eith
the excited levela or in the noninteracting levelc. From Eq.
~6! we may then define the probabilitypD(t i10) of the dot
being in the excited state after thei th pump event,

pD~ t i10![Tr~S1S2r!5 (
n50

`

@Cse,se
n ~ t i20!1Ce,e

n ~ t i20!#.

~12!

As the dot is always inside the cavity, we havet int[T/2,
corresponding to the case of an atom entering the cavity
as the previous one leaves. This circumstance requires
inclusion of field damping during the entire calculatio
which for small damping, however, will not lead to essent
changes in the results. From Eq.~12! we see that in contras
to the standard microlaser the probabilitypD of ‘‘injecting’’
an excited dot depends on the state of the ‘‘leaving’’ d

FIG. 2. Numerically calculated stationary photon-number dis
bution~thick line! and Mendel’sq parameter~thin line! for the PPD
microlaser. WithNex51/(kT) the pump parameterQ is defined as
Q5ANexgT/2. Here we haveg/k520. We find wide ranges of
sub-Poissonian distributions (q,0), as known from the atomic mi-
crolaser@13#.
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This makes this system much more complicated to treat a
lytically. But it is clear thatpD has to be constant in th
stationary regime. The probability has to be determined s
consistently and is not an independent parameter as in
standard system.

Since both models are very similar, it is not astonish
that we have numerically found all features of the stand
microlaser~trapping, sub-, and super-Poissonian statistics! in
the PPD model. We give an example of our calculations
Fig. 2. As indicated above, the advantage of the PPD ma
a much simpler experimental realization than the atom
microlaser.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

We presented the model of a pumping mechanism
semiconductor quantum dots and its applications in quan
optics. The combination of surface acoustic waves, quan
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dot physics, and cavities opens an interesting field of
search inviting experimental and possibly new theoreti
work. Single PPD’s offer promise, as indicated above. C
lections of several PPD’s close by may be put to collect
interaction with a single-mode light field. Then one cou
think of a train of superradiant pulses or a superradiant la
As our pump mechanism is not only limited to stressor do
the very homogeneous dots of No¨tzel et al. @17# are very
promising for such collective effects. Our simplifying a
sumptions~e.g., a two-level dot! have to be tested in exper
ments, which may pave the way for a more realistic mod
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